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The destruction of the rock that surrounds boreholes under thermo-hydro-mechanical coupling is an important factor for borehole
stability in hot dry rock (HDR) geothermal energy extraction. Failure experiments for granite under triaxial stress (σ1 > σ2 > σ3 )
were conducted as 500°C superheated steam was transported through the borehole. High-temperature steam leads to large
thermal cracks in the surrounding rock, which are randomly distributed around the borehole and gradually expand outwards.
The randomly distributed thermally induced microcracks increase the complexity of the initial fracture morphology around the
borehole and contribute to the appearance of multiple branch fractures. Fracture development is negligibly aﬀected by ground
stresses during the initial stages. However, fractures are deﬂected towards the maximum horizontal principal stress under
ground stresses during later periods. During fracture propagation, high-temperature steam more easily penetrates the rock
because its viscosity is lower than water. Towards the end of the crack expansion, the steam loses heat and liqueﬁes, which
increases the elongation resistance, and results in the arrest and intermittent expansion of the cracks.

1. Introduction
The geothermal energy of hot dry rock (HDR) is an undeveloped, safe, and renewable energy that is abundant all around
the world [1, 2]. China has a large number of geothermal
resources, with developmental potential, which are distributed primarily in Tengchong in the Yunnan province,
Qiongbei in the Hainan province, Changbaishan in the Jilin
province, Wudalianchi in the Heilongjiang province, and
Yangbajing in Tibet [3–5].
From 1973 to 1982, a group of scientists from the USA,
Japan, and Germany carried out successful HDR geothermal
resource extraction tests in Mount Fenton, New Mexico [1, 2,
6, 7]. The USA built the ﬁrst HDR geothermal power plant in
1981. In the following decades, France, Germany, Japan, and
other countries conducted experiments to extract HDR geothermal resources, and a series of research achievements were
obtained [1, 2, 8–13].

The geothermal energy resources of HDR are mainly
stored in granite strata. Injection and production wells are
needed in the granite to develop geothermal energy, where
artiﬁcial reservoirs are built using hydrofracturing [14]. High
temperatures trigger thermal cracking in the rock and induce
changes in its internal structure. The physical and mechanical properties of rocks near wellbores change with higher
temperatures, for example, decreased elastic modulus, a drop
in mechanical strength, and increased permeability [15–18].
In addition, thermal stresses accelerate the crushing of the
rock that surrounds the wellbore, which signiﬁcantly reduces
the drilling stability [19]. The failure, deformation of the
neck, instability, and collapse of the surrounding rock cause
a substantial increase in the drilling and maintenance cost
of wellbores. Most enhanced geothermal system (EGS) wells
are vertical and located in a normal or strike-slip faulting
regime. Under these conditions, hydraulic fractures would
be expected to form axially along the wellbore. However,
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wellbore observations from EGS projects indicate that ﬂows
have typically been localized at discrete zones along the wellbore and correlate with the locations of preexisting fractures.
This may be caused by mechanical instabilities in the rock
matrix during stimulation [13]. Therefore, the destruction
and stability of the granite that surrounds boreholes under
thermo-hydro-mechanical coupling are essential factors that
restrict the eﬃcient extraction of HDR geothermal energy.
Borehole damage is caused by stress concentration at the
cross-section of the wellbore [20]. At room temperature, rock
cut from the original location during the drilling process
leads to a loss of support in the rock around the borehole.
Intragranular and transgranular microcrack expansions are
generated in the granite around boreholes, which can cause
the exfoliation of local minerals and lead to borehole failure
[20]. Subjected to continuous loads such as hydraulic pressure and stress, the rock crack rheological fracture can take
place as time goes, which results in reduced stability of the
borehole surrounding rock mass [21]. In high-temperature
drilling processes, mud circulation is used to cool the bit.
During the exploitation of HDR geothermal energy, water
is injected into the reservoir for heat exchange to rapidly cool
the hot rock mass close to the injection wells while the
peripheral rock mass undergoes slow cooling. The sudden
decrease of temperature around the wellbore, i.e., thermal
shock, causes thermal cracking. Normally, the degradation
of the rock mechanical properties under thermal shock is
greater than that under slow cooling [22]. Hence, during
the extraction of HDR geothermal energy, the boreholes are
under the conditions of high temperature and pressure,
which increases the complexity of the destruction law of the
granite surrounding the borehole.
Zhao [23] simulated the drilling process at diﬀerent temperatures at a 4000 m depth (100 MPa) in his doctoral thesis.
He found that there were no obvious cracks around the borehole at 150°C. When the temperature increased to 300°C, several radial cracks appeared around the borehole and rock
particles on the inner wall of the borehole fell oﬀ. At 500°C,
the radial crack width around the borehole increased signiﬁcantly, and a severe fracture zone appeared in the borehole.
Zhao et al. [24] performed stability experiments of granite
drilling under high temperature and pressure. They found a
large number of cracks around the drill hole during the
experiments and presented deformation laws of the rock
and boreholes as functions of temperature and pressure while
noting that the critical conditions for drilling instability are
500°C and 150 MPa of hydrostatic pressure. Kumari et al.
[25] studied the eﬀect of reservoir depth, temperature, and
sample heterogeneity during hydraulic fracturing and the
inﬂuences of rock microstructure on fracture propagation.
Zhou et al. [26] conducted a hydraulic fracturing experiment
under high temperature and pressure with large samples and
found that the mechanism for decreased crack initiation
pressure is the thermal shock generated by the action of fracturing ﬂuid of rock at high temperature. Brudy and Zoback
[27] studied the failure of boreholes in two geothermal projects in Kontinentales Tiefbohrprogramm der Bundesrepublik (KTB) in Germany and Soultz in France. The research
indicated that cold mud circulation during the drilling pro-
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cess leads to a cooling contraction of the rock surrounding
the borehole, and the resulting thermal stresses induce tensile
cracks. Cornet et al. [28] conducted large-scale water injection experiments in a geothermal reservoir at a 5000 m depth
in Soultz. The test results and borehole images showed that
when the pore pressure increases by more than 10% of the
minimum principal stress, massive shear failure can occur
in the injection wells and reservoirs.
The above research describes drilling failure during the
development of typical HDR geothermal resources around
the world and introduces the results of drilling, hydraulic
fracturing, and borehole stability under triaxial stresses
(σ1 > σ2 = σ3 ) in the laboratory. However, horizontal ground
stress inequalities (σ2 ≠ σ3 ) have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on
borehole failure for the high-temperature rock mass. Owing
to limitations in experimental equipment, laboratory studies
on borehole failure under high temperatures and true triaxial
stresses (σ1 > σ2 > σ3 ) have been rarely reported.
This work used the “true triaxial heat injection rock
mechanics experimental system” developed by the Taiyuan
University of Technology to perform destruction tests on a
borehole under true triaxial stress (σ1 = 4:5 MPa, σ2 = 1:0
MPa, and σ3 = 0:5 MPa) when a superheated, 500°C, hightemperature steam is injected. The failure law and drilling
morphology under the eﬀect of solid-ﬂow-heat coupling
were analyzed to further study the failure mechanism of production wells for HDR geothermal energy extraction. The
study showed how thermal cracks and fractures initiate and
propagate in borehole surrounding rock under thermohydro-mechanical coupling. The results of this work can be
applied to study hydraulic fracture propagation in geothermal reservoirs, and it is useful to assess the stability of borehole surrounding rock in HDR geothermal resource
extraction.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Equipment. The true triaxial heat injection
rock mechanics experimental system (shown in Figure 1)
consists of a high-temperature steam generation system, true
triaxial pressure equipment, and a testing system. The hightemperature superheated steam is produced from a gas
boiler, where the maximum operating temperature and the
highest steam pressure are 600°C and 3 MPa, respectively.
The true triaxial pressure equipment has a maximum axial
load of 100 tons and a maximum lateral load of 60 tons. An
acoustic emission (AE) measurement system (DISP-PCI2,
Physical Acoustics Corporation (PAC)) was used to record
all emissions generated during the destruction tests for the
granite samples. A dial gauge was used to test the deformation of the sample.
2.2. Samples. The samples were made with Shandong grey
granite from Pingyi, Shandong province, China, and were
in a natural water state with a density of 2.71 g/cm3, sized at
300 × 300 × 300 mm. A hole (diameter φ = 20 mm, height h
= 180 mm) was drilled at the center of each sample, as shown
in Figure 2(a). The uniaxial compressive strength of the
Shandong grey granite was 130.5 MPa, and the single axial
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Figure 1: Experimental equipment: (a) true triaxial heat injection rock mechanics experimental system; (b) sample; (c) top pressure platen.
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 2: Granite sample: (a) drilling in the sample center; (b) application of the high-temperature-resistant adhesive to the samples; (c) ﬁx
the asbestos board to the samples with the high-temperature-resistant adhesive.
Table 1: The mineralogical compositions of Luhui granite.
Mineral
compositions
Proportion

Plagioclase

Potassium
feldspar

40-45%

35-40%

Quartz Biotite
2025%

2-5%

tensile strength was 10.4 MPa. The mineral compositions of
the material are shown in Table 1.
2.3. Experiment Procedures. Zhao et al. [16, 24] reported that
the critical conditions for drilling instability are 500°C and
150 MPa of hydrostatic pressure. Thermal cracking mainly
occurs at grain boundaries as intergranular microcracks
along with apparent weaknesses that develop with rising temperatures. Intragranular cracks are observed when heating to
500°C, indicating that thermal cracking in granite under high
temperature and pressure is induced by both the intragranular and intergranular thermal stresses. Therefore, the superheated steam injected into the sample for the experiment
was at 500°C.
The speciﬁc loading methods are shown in Figure 3. Sensors that monitor the steam temperature and pressure were
placed at the inlet. Technology utilizing AE was employed
to monitor thermal cracking with four AE sensors placed

on the four sides of the samples (Figure 3). Four holes were
machined in the four-side pressure platen to ensure the AE
sensors were in direct contact with the rock sample. Environmental noise (generated by the operation of the gas boiler
and pressure equipment) was tested before the experiment.
The AE-measured amplitude of the noise was between 20
and 40 dB. Therefore, the threshold value of the AE was
45 dB, the preampliﬁer gain was set to 40 dB, and the sampling rate was 5 MSPS (mega samples per second, 5 MSPS
= 5 MHz).
Superheated steam at 500°C and 2.8 MPa was injected
into and ﬂowed through the borehole. To ensure constant
steam pressure, a counterbalance valve was assembled at
the end of the outlet. The superheated steam was ﬁrst injected
into the borehole via the inlet and then ﬂowed directly into
the bottom of the borehole via a steel tube to ensure there
was no water in the borehole. The superheated steam ﬂowed
out of the borehole via the outlet after heating the surrounding rock, as shown in Figure 3.
An asbestos board and a high-temperature-resistant
adhesive were used to seal the injection well during the experiments. The asbestos board was ﬁxed on the samples with a
high-temperature-resistant adhesive (see Figure 2) to ensure
there was no steam leakage between the sample and the
asbestos board. Several grooves were machined on top of
the pressure platen (see Figure 1(c)) to ensure there was no
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
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Figure 4: Injection steam pressure-time curve.

steam leakage between the asbestos board and the pressure
platen under axial pressure.

3. Results
3.1. Sample Destruction. Figure 4 shows the experimental
pressure-time curve. The experiment lasted 210 min. The
superheated steam at 500°C was ﬁrst introduced into the
borehole while the pressure was increased at a slow rate of
0.08 MPa/min. The pressure reached its nominal value of
2.8 MPa after 36 min. During this process, the sample did
not undergo macroscopic damage. Subsequently, the sample
was macroscopically destroyed after approximately 200 min
with constant steam pressure of 2.8 MPa while the steam
leaked from the side of the sample.
Figure 5 demonstrates the spatial pattern of the fracture
propagation in the sample. Several fractures appeared during
the fracture initiation period; these were all vertical fractures.
Three of them penetrated the sample, and one changed direction and stopped after extending for a distance. Wing-A was
initiated along the direction of the minimum horizontal principal stress. During the expansion process, Wing-A gradually

deﬂected towards the maximum horizontal principal stress.
The fractures then propagated to the side and bottom of
the sample (Figure 5). Wing-B was initiated at 30 degrees
from the maximum horizontal principal stress and gradually
turned towards the maximum horizontal principal stress
before going through the sample. Wing-C was initiated and
extended along the maximum horizontal main stress direction
and also went through the sample. Wing-B and Wing-C only
penetrated the side of the sample, and there was no fracture at
the bottom. The expansion of the Wing-A, Wing-B, and
Wing-C fractures along the height direction (300 mm) was
much larger than the depth of the hole (180 mm). Wing-D
stopped expanding relatively quickly after fracture initiation.
Wing-C is a typical tensile crack, while the appearances of
Wing-A, Wing-B, and Wing-D are the results of the joint
action of shear and tension.
There were several bifurcations in the fractures around
the wellbore, especially for Fracture A (see Figure 5), which
extends along the direction of the minimum horizontal principal stress. Figure 6 shows magniﬁed views of the bifurcations, which are located on the side of the sample, as seen
in Figure 5. Tomac and Gutierrez [29] have shown that when
the brittle rock is in the solid-ﬂuid-thermal coupled ﬁeld and
convective heat transfer is considered, secondary cracks
occur along the main fracture, and the low-viscosity fracturing ﬂuid is more likely to cause additional ﬁnger-like cracks
to appear near the main fracture. High-temperature superheated steam has lower viscosity than water, and convective
heat transfer occurs during the experiments. The hightemperature steam is a fracturing medium and the main reason for the frequent crack bifurcations. In the fracture initiation stage (Stage I of Fractures A, B, and D, as seen in
Figure 5), the extension direction of the fractures is aﬀected
less by the horizontal principal stress. In the later stage of
the expansion (Stage II of Fractures A and B, as seen in
Figure 5), the fractures are deﬂected towards the maximum
horizontal principal stress due to the inﬂuence of the horizontal principal stress. The thermal stress caused by high
temperatures is the main reason for the complicated fracture
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geometry, which manifests in the form of multiple fractures.
The cracks in a rock mass typically reduce the overall
mechanical behaviors of the rock mass [30, 31].
3.2. Deformation. Figure 7 indicates the deformation of the
sample; the superheated steam pressure in the hole increases
from 0 to 2.8 MPa (0 to 33 min). The axial deformation is
compression deformation, and the lateral deformation is
expansion deformation. The axial compression deformation
rate decreases with the increase of pressure, and the lateral
expansion deformation rate increases with pressure. After
constant steam pressure of 2.8 MPa from 33 to 108 minutes,
the lateral deformation continues to climb, and the deformation is basically linear with time. The axial deformation gradually transforms from the form of compression to that of

Axial
Min horizontal stress direction
Max horizontal stress direction

Figure 7: Deformation of the sample.

expansion. At about 108-110 min, the 0.3 mm expansion
occurs in the direction of the lateral maximum horizontal
principal stress in 2 minutes, and 0.6 mm expansion appears
in the lateral minimum horizontal principal stress in the
same period. From 110 to 200 minutes, the specimen keeps
expanding, the lateral deformation rate becomes stable, and
the axial deformation rate gradually decreases until the specimen is destroyed.
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Figure 8: Variation in the AE energy with time.

3.3. Acoustic Emission Feature. When the mineral particles in
the rock are shifted or microcracking occurs, the strain
energy is released in the form of elastic waves, which cause
AE events. During the loading process, each AE event corresponds to the occurrence of a microfracture within the rock;
hence, there is a corresponding relationship between the AE
event and the fracture expansion [32, 33].
The AE energy reﬂects the energy level of the stress waves
produced by crack propagation, which characterizes the
crack propagation activity within the rock samples. The accumulated energy of the AE events reﬂects the energy necessary
to cause crack initiation and extension. The AE event and
count reﬂect the frequency of microcracking.
Figure 8 shows variations in the AE event, count, and
energy that were collected during the experiment. The AE
count and energy were low from 0 to 100 min, and an interval
between the quiet zone and the concentrated area appeared at
this time. Thus, the accumulated count and energy of the AE
increased slowly. The AE count and energy were high from
100 to 110 min, and the accumulated event, count, and
energy of the AE increased rapidly. From 110 to 160 min,
the AE count and energy slightly reduced but were still higher
than at the initial stage of the experiment, which caused the
accumulated event, count, and energy to increase more slowly.
After 160 min, a second AE concentration area appeared, and
the cumulative parameters increased rapidly until the sample
was destroyed.
From 100 to 110 min, the AE event, count, and energy
increased rapidly. At this point, the sample did not experience macroscopic damage, and there was a substantial
increase in the intensity and the frequency of AE signals. This
indicates that the fracture initiation occurred around the
borehole of the sample.

4. Discussion
4.1. Macrocrack Initiation. In Figure 8, from 100 to 110
minutes, the occurrence of AE count and energy increased,

the accumulated event, count, and energy of the AE increased
rapidly. These AE activities are believed to be an indication of
hydraulic fracture initiation [30]. From Figure 7, it can be
seen that at 108-110 min, 0.3 mm expansion deformation
occurs in the direction of the lateral maximum principal
stress of the rock, and 0.6 mm expansion deformation takes
place in the direction of the lateral minimum horizontal principal stress. The results of deformation and AE in the experiment indicate that large-scale destruction occurred within
the sample during 100-110 min. The initiation of crack happens, and macrocrack initiation develops.
AE localization events are microcrack damages monitored in real time. They can reﬂect the accumulation of
microfaults and the evolution of macrocrack formation.
Deformation can only reﬂect the results of the macrocrack
development of the specimen but cannot reﬂect the process
of accumulation of microfaults. The judgment of the moment
of the macrocrack initiation by the deformation is delayed
compared with one of the acoustic emission characteristic
parameters. Hence, AE technology is an eﬀective method to
predict fracture initiation.
4.2. Destruction Rules of the Borehole. The AE event locations
recorded during the experiments were used to estimate the
fracture propagation in the rock surrounding the borehole.
The fundamental basis for calculating the location is the simple time-distance relationship as implied from the velocity of
the sound wave.
Figure 9 shows the AE location map for the destruction,
which reﬂects the fracture law of the sample at diﬀerent
experimental stages. The acoustic locations obtained at the
diﬀerent stages are indicated by diﬀerent colors. Figure 9(a)
shows the surface morphology of the sample after failure,
Figures 9(c)–9(f) indicate the thermal crack locations around
the borehole before fracture initiation, and Figures 9(b) and
9(g)–9(n) demonstrate the location of the AE during the
period from fracture initiation to macroscopic failure. The
maximum experimental steam pressure was 2.8 MPa, which
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Figure 9: AE location map at diﬀerent stages: (a) macroscopic failure of the sample; (b) AE location after failure; (c) AE location at 0-18 min
in the thermal cracking stage; (d) AE location at 0-33 min in the thermal cracking stage; (e) AE location at 0-67 min in the thermal cracking
stage; (f) AE location at 0-100 min in the thermal cracking stage; (g) AE location at 100-110 min in the fracture initiation stage; (h) AE
location at 100-117 min in the fracture propagation stage; (i) AE location at 100-133 min in the fracture propagation stage; (j) AE location
at 100-150 min in the fracture propagation stage; (k) AE location at 100-167 min in the fracture propagation stage; (l) AE location at 100183 min in the fracture propagation stage; (m) AE location at 100-200 min in the fracture propagation stage; (n) AE location at 100210 min in the fracture propagation stage.

is far below the tensile strength (10.4 MPa) of granite. The
sample was destroyed after 200 min under constant pressure
(2.8 MPa) during the experiment.
The destruction of rock that surrounds boreholes can be
divided into three stages.
4.2.1. Thermal Cracking Stage. The high-temperature superheated steam ﬂow causes thermal stresses in the surrounding
rock of a borehole, which induces thermal cracking, but is
insuﬃcient to form macroscopic fractures. At this stage,
the main factor impacting the thermal cracking of the sample is the thermal stress caused by the high-temperature
superheated steam ﬂowing in the borehole, while the triaxial
stress is the secondary factor. Figures 9(c) and 9(d) show the
thermal crack AE location events as the steam pressure

increased from 0 to 2.8 MPa (0-33 min) in the borehole,
and Figures 9(e) and 9(f) show the AE events during the
constant pressure process (33-100 min). The thermal cracks
were randomly distributed around the borehole and gradually expanded outwards with the borehole at the center. During this process, the density of the thermal cracks around the
borehole gradually increased.
As can be seen from Figure 8, the AE energy of the thermal cracking is lower than those during fracture propagation,
while the quiet section and the dense section of the AE events
appeared alternatively. Thermal cracking is the result of the
alternating accumulation and release of energy as generated
by the deformation mismatch between grains with diﬀerent
thermal expansivities. The thermal cracking of granite occurs
mainly at grain boundaries, while cracks in the grains occur
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when the granite is heated to 500°C [15, 16]. A large number
of thermal cracks occurred around the borehole, and the
accumulation of these microcracks promotes the formation
of the initial fracture.
4.2.2. Fracture Initiation Stage. Figure 9(g) indicates the location of the AE during the fracture initiation stage (100110 min). After the thermal cracking stage, the density of
thermal cracks around the borehole increased, and microcracks connected to each other and expanded to form the initial fracture. As seen in Figure 8, the energy of the AE was
large at this stage, and the cumulative parameters increased
rapidly. The location of the fracture initiation was random
and nearly independent of the ground stress. There were four
initial fractures randomly distributed around the borehole, as
seen in Figure 6. Theoretically, initial fractures should be initiated along the maximum horizontal principal stress (e.g.,
Fracture C in Figure 5), but Fractures A, B, and D (in
Figure 5) violated the above law.
Under thermo-hydro-mechanical coupling, propagation
of macrocracks was aﬀected by the combined eﬀects of the
horizontal principal stress, the existing thermal cracks, and
the shape of mineral grains. At a temperature above 300°C,
a macrocrack was formed by connecting the thermal cracks
during its propagation [34]. Moreover, thermal fractures
allow the steam at high pressure to penetrate into and cause
stress concentration around the fracture tips, potentially
pushing the thermal fractures to propagate further [35].
There were large thermal cracks around the borehole, as
shown in Figure 9. Hence, the randomness of the spatial distribution for thermal cracking is favorable to the formation of
multiple weak sections around the borehole. This easily
forms multiple initial fractures that are barely aﬀected by
the horizontal principal stress.
4.2.3. Fracture Propagation Stage. Figures 9(g)–9(n) show the
time-order characteristics of the AE localization events during fracture propagation (110-210 min) in the sample. The
AE events were densely distributed around the borehole
and along the fracture direction. Fracture A, which is in the
direction of the minimum horizontal principal stress, was
formed earlier (Figure 9(g)), and Fractures B and C, which
are in the direction of the maximum horizontal principal
stress, appeared soon after (Figures 9(h)–9(j)). Due to the
small size of Fracture D, the AE location is unknown. In
the initial fracture propagation stage, the extension direction
of the fractures was aﬀected less by the horizontal principal
stress. In the later stage of fracture expansion, the fractures
deﬂected towards the maximum horizontal principal stress
due to the inﬂuence of the horizontal principal stress.
The time-order characteristics of the AE localization
events in Figures 9(h)–9(j) indicate that Fracture A underwent a process of expansion, crack arrest, and reexpansion.
When Fracture A was experiencing crack arrest, initial fractures were formed for Fractures B and C, and three cracks
expanded together thereafter (133-223 min). Crack expansion always occurs along the easiest direction. The intermittent expansion of Fracture A indicates that the energy for
cracking is insuﬃcient, and the maximum horizontal princi-
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pal stress cannot be overcome. Therefore, the energy needs to
be accumulated.
The thermal cracking is favorable to form multiple initial
fractures around the borehole, which are barely aﬀected by
the horizontal principal stress (seen in Figure 6). The hightemperature eﬀect (thermal stress) is the main reason for
the complexity in the fracture geometry for the sample,
which manifests itself as the failure mode for multiple
fractures.
4.3. Extension Resistance of Crack Propagation. Figure 5
shows that Fracture D stopped expanding shortly after fracture initiation, and Figures 9(h)–9(j) demonstrate that Fracture A intermittently extended. Figure 6 show that the
fractures (especially Fracture A) bifurcated during the expansion, which suggests that the extension resistance is relatively
large during fracture propagation. Temperature stresses and
pore pressures cannot continuously provide the energy for
fractures to expand indeﬁnitely. In particular, Fracture A
began cracking along the direction of the minimum horizontal principal stress and needed to overcome the constraints of
the stress to continue expanding. This requires the accumulation of energy or an expansion in the direction of smaller
energy consumption (crack bifurcation).
The multicrack propagation mode and the phase transition of the high-temperature steam during crack propagation
are the main reasons for the increased extension resistance.
During crack propagation, the high-temperature steam at
the crack tip turned into water due to heat transfer. This
caused reduced thermal stress and pressure within the fracture, and the added resistance inhibited the crack from
expanding. Simultaneously, the high-temperature vapor has
low viscosity, which makes it easier to penetrate into the rock,
and increases thermal damage around the crack, which
reduces the pressure in the crack and delays its initiation
and expansion [29].
4.4. Inﬂuence of Thermal Stress on the Destruction of the Rock
Surrounding the Wellbore in HDR Geothermal Energy
Recovery. Thermal stresses can cause damage to rocks. The
rock surrounding the production well is destroyed by rising
temperatures (high-temperature steam passes through the
ambient temperature rock mass), which damages the injection well due to cooling (ambient temperature water is
injected into the high-temperature rock mass). Based on the
experimental results, while a production well is in operation,
the surrounding rock primarily undergoes expansion deformations, as shown in Figure 7. The failure is mainly due to
the cracking of the rock that surrounds the wellbore and from
the extension of these cracks as there is no signiﬁcant contraction and collapse of the borehole (seen in Figure 5).
Expansion deformations of the rock mass cause permeability
[36], and the eﬃciency of geothermal energy extraction in an
HDR reduced.
Thermal cracking during the cooling process is more
severe than that during the heating process [22]. According
to the theory of thermoelasticity, localized tensile thermal
stresses are more likely to occur near the wellbore of the
injection well, while failure of the injection wellbore is more
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severe than that of the production wellbore, which results in
greater crack widths [29]. In addition, the large temperature
diﬀerence between the injected ﬂuid and the rock body
results in the complex thermo-ﬂuid-solid coupling eﬀect
between rock and liquid, which causes intense thermal shock
to the rock body [26, 37]. Thermal shock causes elastic wave
shock and thermal wave shock near the borehole, and the
tensile stress caused by these two shocks makes it easier for
the borehole to fracture [26]. Research has shown that the
subcritical crack growth velocity of rock in water or an aqueous solution is much higher than that in air, and the fracture
toughness of rock decreases when the experimental environment was changed from air condition to water condition
[38]. Large shear failures of injection wells and reservoirs
occur when a large amount of water is injected in the
5000 m deep experimental geothermal reservoir at Soultz
(France) [28]. Therefore, the destruction of the injection well
is more severe than that of the production well and has a
more complex destruction pattern. Large-scale shear damage
in the reservoir is beneﬁcial to increase the permeability [39]
and heat transfer area and improve the eﬃciency of geothermal energy extraction in an HDR.
When the surrounding rock of the injection well is broken, the water exits at the back of the fracture tip and changes
into steam at the tip. The water pushes the steam and
expands the fracture. The large compressibility of the steam
indicates that crack expansion can cause an instantaneous
expansion of the steam, which has a dynamic eﬀect on fracture propagation to induce larger fracture openings. For
example, the use of supercritical carbon dioxide for HDR reservoir fracturing takes advantage of thermal eﬀects and the
instantaneous expansion of gas during crack propagation,
which forms fractures with larger widths that enhance the
reservoir permeability. In contrast, when the surrounding
rock of a production well is broken, the steam exits at the
back of the fracture tip and changes into water at the tip.
When the crack expands instantaneously, the vapor liqueﬁes,
pore pressure in the fracture decreases, and energy accumulation is needed to continue the crack expansion. When the
extension resistance increases, the cracks either stop or intermittently expand. The viscosity of injected ﬂuid plays an
important role in determining the crack expansion eﬀect
[25, 29, 40]. Superheated steam in the fracture tip induces
faster crack expansion in HDR reservoirs than water in the
fracture tip because of the high mobility of steam.

5. Conclusions
This study used the “true triaxial heat injection rock mechanics experimental system” to destroy a borehole under triaxial
stresses under the injection of high-pressure (2.8 MPa) and
high-temperature (500°C) superheated steam. The following
conclusions are drawn from the experiments:
(1) The eﬀect of thermal stresses causes thermal cracking
to be randomly distributed around the borehole,
which gradually expands outwards with the borehole
as the center. This leads to the appearance of fracture
characteristics around the borehole, where the orien-

tation of the fracture initiation is barely constrained
by the geostress. In the fracture propagation process,
the direction of crack expansion is aﬀected by the
ground stress and gradually deﬂects along the direction of the maximum horizontal principal stress
(2) During the fracture expansion process, along the
direction of the maximum nonhorizontal principal
stress, the extension resistance is large, cracks are
arrested, and intermittent expansion occurs. This is
primarily because the high-temperature vapor has
low viscosity and can easily penetrate the cracks and
liquefy at the tips
(3) The destruction of rock that surrounds the borehole
can be divided into three stages: (a) thermal cracking,
(b) fracture initiation, and (c) fracture propagation.
AE technology is an eﬀective method to estimate
the fracture initiation and propagation
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